
Product information

RAGBAG Clothing Bag 

More space for even more equipment!

✓ splendid: large main compartment for complete protective clothing
✓ loadable: slide bars at bottom and elastic cord on top
✓ comfortable: full-featured and padded backpack-carrying-system

Description

The RAGBAG is tailored to your needs, when you have to take your 
complete protective clothing with you.
Spacious, padded main compartment (capacity: approx. 90 liters). 
Two inlying net pockets ensure for better overview. Boots can be 
stowed in hygienically separated boot-compartment, that also allows 
for storage of wet or used clothing separated from fresh clothes.

Further equipment such as writing case etc. can be stowed in exterior 
compartment. Small front pocket provides space for storage of small 
items such as charge cable for mobile, wallet etc.

For comfortable carrying bag is equipped with ergonomic carrying 
handle. For even more comfort, RAGBAG can be carried as a backpack 
due to stow able, ergonomic backpack carrying-system 
Siding bars at bottom allow for putting it down even on dirty surfaces.

Features:
- main compartment (90 liters) with 2 inlying net pockets
- hygienically separated boot compartment

Specifications

• dimensions (W x H x D): 70 x 43 x 38 cm
• weight: approx. 2.6 kg
• colors: black/red   |   black/blue
• material: 600D polyester
• article-no.: - black/red: 4704-9015

- black/blue: 4704-9035
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Scope of delivery

Clothing Bag, with backpack-carrying-system, without 
any further or pictured supplies

Capacity of approx. 90 liters and additional stowing space 
thanks to elastic strap on top of bag

Garment bag with hygienically 
separated boot compartment

stowable, full-featured 
backpack-carrying-system

- organizer-compartment (H x W: 30 x 25 cm)
- exterior compartment (60 x 35 cm)
- plastic pocket (9 x 6 cm) for labelling
- elastic string on the top to stow a jacket or similar item
- ergonomic carrying handle and slide bars at bottom 
- full-featured and stow able backpack-carrying-system
- hook-and-loop straps (38 x 5 cm) at front
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